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Looking for balls? You're in the right place. By no means a prerequisite for strong running,
anecdotal evidence sugests that balls can really help. Just ask this week's guest baker,
Sevim, who shares her yummy balls recipe in our "Hungry" feature. 

We've also got a 5k TT write-up, a top tip, and another "Ask Dave".
 
Please remember that The Plug is as good as your contributions, so I encourage you to
email me your run reports, recipes, running tips and hacks, and questions for Dave.
 
Simon Brace. 
The Plug Editor - email me at plugeditor@teambathac.org

Quote of the week
By the Editor 

I love a quote that really resonates, educates and inspires. So if I stumble on a good one,
I'll share it here. And feel free to send me your own fav quotes that can feature right here.
 

The only training you're benefitting from is the training
you're recovering from.

 
(Source: Emma Jeffcoat, Australian elite triathlete)



Fear and loathing of the 5k TT
By Carl Tucker 

TBAC Monthly 5k TT, Odd Down cycle track - 7/11/20
 
I hit the start-line at pace and start my watch feeling it vibrate, time is now ticking. I hurtle
down the incline and carry my momentum round the bend and onto the bottom straight - I
am racing flat out, the pace is too fast and unsustainable for more than 1 lap but I know
from experience that this first lap is crucial in achieving a quick time.
 
Fear creeps over me that I may have warmed-up too much and therefore will tire quickly
or not warmed-up enough and fail to find rhythm - either way I'm starting to suffer. I dig-
deep up the rise and try to stay focused taking the racing-line around the top bends and
into lap 2.  Lap 2 is always tough!
 
I'm going as fast as I dare and treading a fine line, my mind is telling me to slow down,
take it easy, who cares about your time? I try to bury these negative thoughts and push
on. I struggle back up the incline for the second time and around into lap 3. I now try to
convince myself that there's less than a lap to go but deep down I know it's a lie - I'm really
suffering now!
 
Less than a lap to go and I know I'm going to survive, I push upwards and forwards
passing across the start and into final segment, its downhill all the way. Now is the time to
'rinse myself' I push on, my frame has collapsed and my rhythm is broken but I'm on the
final straight and the finish is in sight. Only now do I look at my watch, I'm running well, a
good time is on the cards I'm in the final stretch. One final check 4.8 4.9. 5.0 take a breath
for the sake of Strava deviation and stop my watch. I collapse and it's over for another
month and finally the feeling of contentment washes over me. 



Rungry?
By all you budding bakers!  
 
Do you eat to run or run to eat? Or both? Does it matter? I don't know. Let's move on.
Either way, eating nice things is nice. So this week, serving up something super nice is
Sevim, with her super easy energy balls. 

Date and oat energy balls
By Sevim Sangwell
 
I make it up, add seeds, or change quantities depending on how I like it to taste. Brilliant
pre, during or post run food/snack. Full of good stuff to give you an extra energy boost, or
fuel you up during the day. I made them for the day when I ran the West Mendip Way from
Uphill in Weston-Super-Mare to Wells. A very beautiful 30 mile route (highly recommend!).
They were the perfect snack to have. No baking, easy, super healthy and so yummy!
 
Ingredients;

100g Ground Almonds
150-200g Oats (whiz oats through blender, easier to combine with the rest)
200g dates pitted (add more if you like)
2tsp vanilla extract
Pinch of salt
100g honey
70g peanut butter
Optional Cocoa Powder, Poppy seeds, Desiccated coconut to cover the balls

Place the dates in a blender with 5-6tbsp of
water. Chop until small chunks remain. Put
it in to a bowl with ground almonds and
oats. Place the vanilla extract, salt, honey
and peanut butter into a microwave safe
bowl. Melt for 30 seconds.
 
Pour the liquid into the bowl and mix
together until completely combined.
You can add chopped nuts or seeds into
the mix if you like.
 
Mixture should be hard enough to be able
roll bite size balls. If the mixture is still too
soft, add more ground oats. Mix to
combine.
 
Make bitesize balls, or size however you
prefer. Optional; put cocoa powder, poppy
seeds or desiccated coconut in a plate.
Roll the balls to cover them well. Place
them in the fridge for 1-2 hrs until firm.



Enjoy! (you can freeze any left over).

Tips included
By anyone with a top tip!
 
Come on you canny running folk... don't by shy in sharing your kit recommendations,
training tips, hacks for cleaning, storing or anything else. I've not been inundated with
suggestions, so I encourage you to stop being so secretative and let your fellow club
members benefit from your worldly running wisdom.
 
In this issue we hear about James's enthusiasm for the shop Decathlon. It turns out that,
contrary to my own understanding, you don't have to be a decathlete to shop there. And
what's more, it's not even owned by Daley Thompson. He doesn't have anything to do with
it. I can't pretend I'm not diappointed.

Decathlon
By James Woosnam
 
I buy all my running kit, head to toe, from Decathlon. That's shoes, leggings, socks, shorts,
tops, tracksuit, running belt, and hydration pack.
 
I tend to buy shoes when they are released, so full price, typically £55-70. But everything
else I buy in their sale. They have a loyalty scheme but I'm not sure I get a lot of value
from it.
 



On the whole, the kit does the job - it's not the best nor the worst. But the quality is
consistent and presents good value versus other shops I've tried.

"Ask Dave"
Asked by you, answerd by Dave (Coales)  

[By the Editor] Dave Coales is a Club Legend. A member
of the original Bath & Percy AC/City of Bath AC since
1983, Dave has been pivotal to the Club's success, on the
front line and behind the scenes. He has served as
Chairman 2008-2016, and his competitive performances
are astonishing. He's had many highs, a few lows, and
picked up countless t-shirts along the way. So who better
to quiz for some insightful advice and entertaining stories.
Send me your questions for Dave, and I'll select one to be
answered in each issue. Keep 'em about running, or the
Club; and try to keep 'em clean!

Question from Cath Dale:
Your running style is quite unique. Have you ever attempted to change it, for example,
 through movement workshops which are so trendy right now; or do you think they are a
waste of time?
 
[From Dave] I have never attempted to change my running style. I believe we run in a way
that comes naturally to us just as we walk in a way that comes naturally to us. Over the
years I have been fairly lucky as regards injuries or lack of them and I would worry that



changing my running style to something that doesn't feel natural would increase the
possibility of picking up more injuries.
 
I never thought I would run sub 75 minutes for a half marathon for example so as regards
my running style I took the view if it's not broken don't fix it. I do appreciate there is a
counter argument that had I changed to a better running style I might have gone sub 70
for a half, however I didn't believe it was a risk worth taking. 
 
Interestingly, about 15 years ago Dave Saker, an experienced running coach at Bath
University, said if I were younger (I was 35 at the time) he would attempt to change my
running style. I always had a lot of respect for Dave as a coach, but I think had I been
younger he would have struggled to convince me. 
 
Some very successful athletes have had unusual running styles. Take the way Paula
Radcliffe would bob her head up and down when she was starting to tire in a race; you
would never coach that, but it didn't stop her running some incredible times.
 
As for movement workshops to change your running style, having never attended one it's
difficult for me to comment. What I would say is be careful as I guess they charge for their
services with no guarantee of making you a faster/better runner. 
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